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Enhanced transmission and beaming of light via photonic crystal surface modes
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Surface modes are generally believed to be an undesirable feature of finite photonic crystals~PC!, unlike
point or line defect modes. However, it is possible to make the surface mode radiate by appropriate corrugation
of the PC interface. In this paper we show theoretically that the coherent action of these surface indentations
can be engineered to collimate within a few degrees the light exiting a PC waveguide, or to funnel light coming
from free space into the waveguide.
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The proposal of photonic crystals~PC! ~Refs. 1 and 2! in
dielectric materials has stimulated the search of photo
band-gap effects in periodic metallic structures.3–10 These
latter structures have shown remarkable properties, suc
extraordinary optical transmission both through subwa
length hole arrays11 and single apertures,12 and beaming of
light from single apertures flanked by periodic surfa
corrugations.13 The root of all these phenomena lies in t
existence of surface electromagnetic~EM! modes at metal-
dielectric interfaces.14–16 PC’s can also support surface E
modes for appropriate crystal termination surfaces.17–19 Ad-
ditionally, for frequencies within the band gap, the PC b
haves as a mirror for incoming EM radiation. These tw
facts suggest that the cited optical phenomena found in m
als could have counterparts in PC systems. However,
analogy is not straightforward as the field penetration ins
PC’s~of the order of one wavelength! is much larger than the
skin depth in good metals in the optical regime, which co
strongly modify the interference phenomena we are refer
to. In this paper we explore the possibility of exporting som
of the results found in metallic structures to dielectric PC
We will show that, through appropriate corrugation of the P
surface, it is possible to obtain both enhanced transmis
through slits in PC slabs, and strong beaming of light com
out of a PC waveguide.

Let us first discuss the basics of the beaming phenom
in metallic systems, considering the simpler one-dimensio
case of a guided mode coming out of one single slit flan
by a finite array of grooves.15 The grooves act as centers th
rescatter the EM radiation diffracted by the slit exit. F
certain resonant conditions a leaky surface EM wave de
ops, which emits into vacuum as it propagates along
surface. The phase accumulated during this surface prop
tion can be compensated, after emission, by optical path
free space. Therefore, for certain angles, radiation com
from all indentations interferes constructively, leading
beaming. This mechanism suggests the strategy show
this paper in order to pursue the analogy: first a waveguid
a PC is constructed and then, by modifying the PC-vacu
interface, a surface EM mode is created. Finally, in orde
achieve the desired beaming effect, this mode is connecte
the radiative modes by adding a periodic modulation to
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PC surface. Additionally, these surface leaky modes co
also be used to funnel light from free space into the wa
guide, therefore enhancing the transmission, as has been
viously demonstrated in single apertures surrounded b
periodic corrugation in a metallic film.16

In this paper, for proof of principle purposes, we conce
trate in two-dimensional PC’s. As photonic band-gap~PBG!
system, we consider a square lattice of cylinders in vacu
We choose cylinder radiusr 50.18a (a being the lattice pa-
rameter! and dielectric constant of the cylinderse r511.56
~we takee r for GaAs at a wavelength of 1.5mm as a repre-
sentative value!. For this set of parameters the system p
sents, forE polarization ~electric field pointing along the
cylinders axis!, a frequency gap for reduced frequenci
va/2pc in the range (0.30,0.44), wherec is the speed of
light. All results presented are forE polarization and have
been obtained with the multiple multipole~MMP! method.20

The computational technique to treat PC waveguide disc
tinuities within the MMP method is thoroughly described
Refs. 21 and 22.

A waveguide is constructed by removing one row of c
inders in thez direction ~see inset of Fig. 2!. For most fre-
quencies in the PBG this waveguide supports one propa
ing mode. The PC is infinitely extended towardsz→2` but,
in order to study the coupling of the waveguide mode in
free space, we terminate the PC in a set of cylinders para
to thex direction~in the coordinate system we have chose
the center of these last cylinders is atz57.5a). This regular
PC termination does not support surface states.18 Figure 1~a!
shows the real-space electric-field amplitude when a gui
mode with frequencyv050.408(2pc/a), launched at
z→2`, is diffracted by the waveguide exit. The radiate
electric field shows a broad angular distribution, as cor
sponds to an aperture of dimensions comparable to the w
length ~the wavelength corresponding tov0 is l052.45a).
This is more clearly seen in Fig. 2~black line!, rendering the
far-field radial component of the Poynting vectorSr as a
function of azimuthal angleu. In order to create a surfac
state, one possibility would be to cut the outer part of t
interface cylinders, thus leaving 1 monolayer of hemicyl
ders.18 In this work the surface state is induced by decreas
the radius r i of the interface monolayer of cylin
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Electric-field amplitudeuE(z,x)u radiated out of a PC waveguide for various crystal interfaces. The input field is a gu
mode coming from the left.~a! Standard interface~no surface modes allowed!, ~b! the cylinders at the interface have smaller radius th
those in the PC bulk~one nonradiative surface mode supported!, and ~c! same as in~b! but with additional periodic modulation of the
interface cylinders~one leaky surface mode supported!. The color scales are linear and extend from black~0! to white ~maximum!, the units
are arbitrary.
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ders, which is a more convenient system to treat by the M
method. For the ulterior illustration of beaming in the fo
ward direction, it is convenient to chooser i in such a way
that a surface mode appears with a modal wavelengthlsm
52a. For the chosenv0 this occurs approximately forr i
50.09a. Figure 1~b! renders a similar plot to Fig. 1~a! but,
this time, all cylinders in the interface monolayer have th
particularr i . The presence of a surface mode being fed
the waveguide is clear in Fig. 1~b!, but as this mode does no
couple to radiative modes, the radiated power again spre
in all directions as corresponds to an aperture size of
order ofl0. This point is corroborated by Fig. 2~red curve!
showing an almost uniformSr(u) for the case considered.

In order to alter the radiation pattern, the surface mo
should couple to the continuum of radiative modes. This

FIG. 2. ~Color! Far-field radial component of the Poynting ve
tor Sr radiated out of a PC waveguide as a function of azimut
angleu. In all cases, the integral inu of the angular transmission
distribution,rSr(u), is normalized to unity. The black curve corre
sponds to a standard interface, whereas the remaining curves c
spond to an interface with cylinder radiusr i50.09a. N stands for
the number of corrugations in the modulated surface~see text!.
Inset: scheme of the considered structures.
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be achieved by introducing a periodic modulation to the
surface. In this way, a reciprocal-lattice vector of the sup
imposed lattice can be added to the surface mode mom
tum, folding the mode dispersion relation into the light con
Alternatively, this process can be viewed as due to diffr
tion of the surface mode by scattering centers placed on
modified ~corrugated! surface. The coherent radiation from
these corrugations subsequently interferes in free space
ing rise to a modified radiation pattern. Therefore, the sys
resembles a diffraction grating illuminated by the surfa
mode. Beaming in the forward direction is expected wh
the corrugation periodL coincides withlsm, so that all dif-
fracted light interferes constructively atu50° in the far-
field. Out of the different possibilities for this modulation
we present here results for a simple choice: at either sid
the waveguide exit, the cylinders at the PC-vacuum interf
in the firstN even positions~we order the cylinders consecu
tively according to their distance to the waveguide! are
shifted a distanceDz along thez axis ~thereforeL52a).
Figure 1~c! renders the real-space electric-field amplitude
Dz520.3a andN59. This plot is radically different from
the one obtained for systems without surface mode or wi
nonradiative surface mode, distinctly showing the reemiss
process. The beaming characteristics are clearly seen in
corresponding far-field transmission angular distributi
shown in Fig. 2 forN51,3,6,9. These curves present
strong redistribution of the transmitted radiation into the fo
ward direction, with a beam angular width of a few degre

In the corrugated metal case, a focus in the Fresnel reg
was found associated with the beaming in the far-fi
region.23 This is also the situation in the present case. Fig
3~a! shows the real-space dependence of the Poynting ve
modulusS for a modulated surface withN53, where al-
ready the presence of a collimated beam and a focus is
parent. In similar way to the metallic counterpart, the foc
characteristics depend on the number of periods of mod
tion in the surface. As an illustration, Fig. 3~b! shows
Sz(z,x50) for N50,1,3,6,9. The maxima of these curve
provide the focal distance of the, very elongated, focus.
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FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! Poynting field modulusS(z,x) radiated out of a PC waveguide. The PC-vacuum interface supports one surface
which radiates due to a periodic modulation of the surface~number of corrugationsN53) leading to beaming and lensing.~b! Poynting field
Sz(z,x50) along the waveguide axis~the dotted line in the inset! for increasing number of corrugations at the interface.
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order to further check whether these effects~beaming and
lensing! are due to the existence of a leaky surface mo
rather than only due to the modification of the wavegu
opening induced by the corrugation, thex component of the
Poynting vectorSx can be scrutinized along the interfac
Figure 4 showsSx(x,z57.5a) for the cases of no surfac
mode, surface mode (N50), and surface leaky mode fo
N53,9. ForN50, after an initial dependence onx for small
distances to the waveguide~due to the coupling between th
waveguide mode and the surface mode!, the modal carried
power remains constant, as expected for the nonradiative
face mode present in the system~let us remind that all con-
sidered media are lossless!. On the contrary, cases withN
Þ0 show that the field decreases as the mode travels a
the surface, due to the radiation losses responsible for
beaming and lensing phenomena. It is worth stressing h
that, although we have chosen a favorable range of par
eters in order to show that the cited effects exist, no atte

FIG. 4. ~Color! Poynting field Sx(x,z57.5a) along the PC-
vacuum interface~dotted line in the inset!. The black curve corre-
sponds to a standard interface~no surface mode supported!,
whereas the remaining curves correspond to an interface with
inder radiusr i50.09a ~one surface mode supported!. N stands for
the number of corrugations in the modulated surface.
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has been made in order to optimize the structures. Thi
already apparent in Figs. 1~b,c!, where the strong electric
field modulation inside the waveguide is due to a high refl
tion @R552.3% andR524.5% in~b! and ~c!, respectively#
caused by the large impedance mismatch between waveg
and free-space regions. Also, the way in which the wa
guide mode couples to the surface resonance surely h
strong influence on the transmission angular distributio
Which geometry is optimal is an interesting question th
however, falls outside the scope of this paper.

Beaming at other angles is also possible. For instance
the chosen frequencyv0, shifting normally to the surface
one in every three cylinders (L53a) results in two colli-
mated beams atu5624°. For the system presented in th
paper, coupling to a surface state with an in-plane wave v
tor different from 2p/L ~which would occur at certain fre

FIG. 5. ~Color! Normalized transmittance through a wavegui
in a PC slab as a function of the reduced frequency. The g
shading represents the PBG. Black curve—standard interface~no
surface mode supported!; red curve—interface with monolayer o
cylinders with radiusr i50.09a ~one leaky surface mode supporte!
and corrugated withN59 indentations. The considered structure
finite @slab thickness—8 layers, lateral extension—40a ~with the
central cylinder line removed to create the waveguide!#. The em-
ployed normalization is explained in the text.
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quencies different fromv0) would also result in beaming a
uÞ0°.

As previously said, another interesting effect found in m
tallic structures is that a structure presenting beaming w
corrugated in the exit surface is capable of presenting
hanced transmission when that corrugation is induced in
input surface. This phenomenon also occurs in the sys
considered here. It was shown above that the waveg
mode and the surface mode can easily couple to each o
However, in order to make use of this coupling to funn
free-space radiation into the waveguide, first the incid
plane waves have to be coupled to the surface mode.
similar way as it was explained above, the required ex
momentum is provided by corrugation of the PC surfa
Figure 5 shows the transmittance through a waveguide
PC slab when illuminated by a normally incident pla
wave. The black curve corresponds to a regular unstructu
interface@same as in Fig. 1~a!#, whereas the red curve corre
sponds to the corrugated interface shown in Fig. 1~c!. The
transmittance has been normalized to the power that
pinges onto a lengtha ~i.e., roughly the waveguide cros
section!. In both curves rendered in Fig. 5, transmission o
side the PBG is due to the EM field permeating through
crystal, while the region of transmission of order unity insi
the gap is due to propagation through the waveguide. In
estingly, Fig. 5 shows a large resonant transmission in
the gap for the PC with a modulated surface. The reson
frequency is the same that was previously obtained for be
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